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Modeling animal movements is fundamental to animal ecology as it provides the foundation for further
exploration into mechanisms affecting individual and population-level processes. In the last few decades,
biotelemetry has enabled scientists to track the movements of marine life across a variety of scales.
However, the use of such technology is progressing faster than the analytical techniques for modeling
movement patterns. In summer 2012, we deployed an acoustic telemetry array around Culebra, Puerto
Rico, consisting of 48 remote receivers that can detect coded transmissions sent by tags implanted in
fish. We surgically implanted transmitters in bonefish (n = 28), great barracuda (n = 2) and permit (n = 1)
as part of a multi-year study. In January 2013, we downloaded over 850,000 detections from 39 receivers
for 31 fish (several receivers had zero fish detections, and two receivers were not downloaded), and used
that six-month data set to explore how graph theory and network analysis can be used to model the
movement ecology of the tagged fish. We analyzed this data as two types of graphs. First, a bipartite
graph was constructed by linking each fish with an edge weighted by the number of detections of that
fish by that receiver. Bipartite graphs are not explicitly spatial, but rather represent which fish associate
with which receivers. Second, spatial movement graphs for individuals were built by linking receivers
(nodes) by edges with the number of times each fish moved along that edge as weights. The bipartite
graph identified groups of fish visiting the same sites, and groups of sites visited by the same fish. Of
the six community detection algorithms used, Multilevel, Fast-Greedy, and Walk-Trap performed best,

with similar module partitions and modularity scores. All three of these algorithms produced modules
(groups) that appear to reflect working hypotheses related to the coastal bathymetry, habitat types, and
associated movement ecology of the tagged species. Spatial movement graphs were very different for
each fish examined and reflect behavioral differences. Fish exhibited various movement patterns, some
showing the pattern of a central place forager (bonefish), while others cruised along a territory (great

barracuda and permit).

. Introduction

Animal movements are physiological and behavioral responses
o fitness tradeoffs, influenced by how individuals interact with and

erceive their condition as well as their abiotic and biotic environ-
ent (Dingle, 1996). Movements in space and time can be related

o a vast suite of factors such as competition among conspecifics for
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territories (Ostfeld, 1990), foraging strategies (Wilson et al., 2012),
predator avoidance (Lima and Dill, 1990), and seasonal reproduc-
tive migrations (Danylchuk et al., 2011). Regardless of the scale,
being able to quantify animal movements can lead to significant
insights into phenomena that shape the evolution of life histories,
drive population-level processes (e.g., demography, gene flow) and
distributions, and are the result of associations among populations
within communities and across landscapes (Schick et al., 2008). This
greater understanding can thus play an important role in advanc-
ing basic ecology as well as the conservation and management of
wild animals.
Quantifying animal movements relies on being able to repeat-
edly observe the location of individuals in spatially structured
landscapes through time (Nathan, 2008). In aquatic systems,
observing fish and other aquatic life can be particularly challenging
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ince researcher time underwater is limited. Conventional tags and
he recapture of tagged individuals are often used to quantify fish

ovements, but studies may not offer the resolution to allow for
uantifying detailed movement patterns, while repeat capture of
agged focal animals could potentially elicit undo stress and alter
ehavior (Lucas and Baras, 2000; reviewed in Cooke et al., 2012).
echnological advances in biotelemetry in aquatic systems have
ncreased the capacity to track animal movements, particularly in
he marine environment via the use of acoustic transmitters and
eceivers (Cooke et al., 2012; Heupel and Webber, 2012). Manual
racking of acoustically-tagged fish began in the 1970s (Ireland and
arlow, 1978; Kanwisher et al., 1974) with passive fixed-receiver
echniques evolving in the late 1980s (Klimley and Butler, 1988;

cKibben and Nelson, 1986). It is now possible to track fish move-
ents on a variety of spatial and temporal scales ranging from

cean basins across years to fine-scale (sub meter) movements over
inutes. This revolution in animal tracking technology has pro-

ided insight into the spatial ecology of fish that was previously
nattainable.

Although there has been an increase in the use of acoustic
elemetry to quantify the movement of marine life (see Heupel and

ebber, 2012), the application of this technology is progressing
aster than the analytical techniques for interpreting and modeling

ovement. Acoustic telemetry can generate an enormous amount
f data that can be challenging to quantitatively analyze to reveal
patial patterns at the individual and population-levels (Jacoby
t al., 2012). While a decade ago the novelty of the technology was
ufficient to warrant publication with basic descriptive summary
tatistics, today there is both an opportunity and expectation to
pply rigorous and sophisticated analytical approaches, although
xamples for marine fish are still rare (but see Jacoby et al., 2012;
impfendorfer et al., 2002). Analysis of telemetry data with net-
ork methods is increasing in ecology (Dale and Fortin, 2010; Fang

nd Huang, 2013; Urban et al., 2009) and is beginning to be used for
arine species (Jacoby et al., 2012). Network analysis is embedded

n the much larger discipline of graph theory; a body of mathemat-
cs dealing with connectivity, flow, and routing in networks. Given
he parallels between graph theory and basic ecological and evolu-
ionary processes (such as connectivity), network approaches have

uch potential to elucidate the mechanistic basis of animal move-
ents and social interactions (Krause et al., 2011; Pinter-Wollman

t al., 2013).
An acoustic telemetry system deployed in the coastal waters of

he island of Culebra, Puerto Rico, in the Caribbean Sea, provided
n opportunity to explore novel analytical approaches for acous-
ic telemetry data. The aim of this study was to explore a range
f network analysis methods to model the movement patterns of
he focal project species (bonefish, Albula vulpes). Specifically, we
ttempted to employ community detection algorithms on bipar-
ite graphs, to identify groups (modules) of fish and sites more
ightly connected to each other than to the rest of the acoustic
rray. As additional data across multiple years and sites are col-
ected, it is expected that the network analyses explored here will
e particularly effective in documenting home ranges, site fidelity,
ocial interactions (within and among species), and spawning-
elated movements. Earlier work on bonefish in Florida (Humston
t al., 2005) and The Bahamas (Danylchuk et al., 2011; Murchie
t al., 2013) has provided some information on the spatial ecol-
gy of bonefish, however, the habitats were qualitatively different
han those in Culebra (i.e., Culebra has fringing coral reef flats
s opposed to flats directly connected to the shoreline) and ana-
ytical approaches were rather descriptive. We also tagged two

ther species (permit, Trachinotus falcatus, and great barracuda,
phyraena barracuda) as part of a pilot examination of their connec-
ivity among coastal marine habitats surrounding Culebra. Acoustic
elemetry of great barracuda has previously been conducted in
ling 293 (2014) 139–149

The Bahamas (O’Toole et al., 2011) that has a different coastal
bathymetry than the waters around Culebra. No previous acoustic
telemetry has been conducted on permit.

2. Methods

2.1. Data

Acoustic tags were surgically implanted in 28 bonefish, 1 permit,
and 2 great barracuda between July and early August 2012 (bone-
fish and permit – Vemco V13-1L, 69 kHz, 13 mm diameter, 36 mm
long, 6.0 g in air, min and max delay times 45–135 s; great bar-
racuda – Vemco V16-1L, 69 kHz, 16 mm diameter, 54 mm long, 19 g
in air, min and max delay times 60–180 s; Vemco Inc., Halifax, NS,
Canada). An array of 48 autonomous fixed acoustic receivers (V2RW
receivers, Vemco Inc., Halifax, NS, Canada) was placed around the
island (Fig. 1). Receivers were moored close to the substrate as per
methods described in Murchie et al. (2012). The receivers were
deployed concentrated on the southeast portion of the island where
several shallow reef flats provide habitat typically used by bone-
fish. One portion of the array around the reef crest in Las Pelas
(Fig. 1) consisted of 25 closely spaced V2RW receivers. This deploy-
ment design comprises a VPS (Vemco V2RW Positioning System)
array that allows more refined X-Y positions because a single coded
transmission can be detected by two or more receivers (Espinoza
et al., 2011). Although the VPS is a part of the larger study, we do not
use the refined X-Y positions for this modeling exercise, but rather
explore the fact that the VPS was nested within a broader-scale
array of receivers deployed as nodes.

In January 2013, we downloaded data from all but two of the
receivers (because of unfavorable weather conditions). Of the 46
receivers downloaded, 39 contained detections from fish we had
tagged six months earlier. For the purposes of this exercise, we
excluded fish (tags) with fewer than 1000 detections (5 fish were
excluded with this rule). We did not filter the detections further,
although detections of phantom tag numbers were eliminated by
the above rule. All analyses were done in R 2.15.2 (R Core Team,
2012) using the igraph package (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006).

2.2. Use metrics

Number of detections is one index of use of a receiver (site). It
is better to determine other use metrics such as number of distinct
visits, or time spent at a site (Pautzke et al., 2010) but these require
knowing when the fish has ‘left’ the site. However, we have yet to
develop a decision rule for these metrics and simply analyzed the
number of detections at each receiver.

2.3. Bipartite graphs

Linking fish to the sites they visit produces a ‘bipartite’ graph
(two kinds of nodes or vertices; Dale and Fortin, 2010) of fish
(tags) connected to receivers (sites). In our bipartite graphs, all
fish are linked to each receiver by an edge (arrow) weighted
by the number of detections as an indicator of the use of each
receiver by each fish. The layout of the graph was determined
by the Fruchterman–Reingold force-directed layout algorithm
(Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991). This method balances repul-
sive forces among all nodes with attractive forces between adjacent
nodes, the attractive force being proportional to the weight of the
edges connecting adjacent nodes (Tamassia, 2010). Therefore, as a
null model, the repulsive forces alone (without any edge connec-

tions) would cause the nodes to arrange themselves equidistant
from their nearest neighbors within a circle.

The number of edges connecting to a node (vertex) is called
that node’s degree. The distribution of degree for all vertices in
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there is only a single vertex left or when the modularity cannot be
ig. 1. Map of acoustic array network around the Island of Culebra, Puerto Rico. Ins
rray in Las Pelas.

network often follows a power or exponential law (Boccaletti
t al., 2006; Milo et al., 2002), although some bipartite graphs do
ot (Chakrabarti and Faloutsos, 2006; Montgomery and Faloutsos,
001). For the bipartite graph, we looked at the degree distribution
or fish and receivers separately. A fish that visits many sites (i.e.,
as a high degree) is wide-ranging, while a fish that visits only a few
ites (i.e., has low degree) either has a small home range or its home
ange only partially overlaps our receiver array. Similarly, a receiver
hat is visited by many fish is attractive for some reason (e.g., as a
orridor, a foraging habitat, or a spawning site), while a receiver
hat is visited by only a few fish is less attractive or representative
f more transient behavior. We plotted the degree distribution of
he graph.

.4. Community detection

Groups of nodes with tighter connections to each other
han to the rest of the graph are called ‘communities’. We
sed network community detection algorithms to try to iden-
ify: home ranges of individual fish, groups of fish that visited
he same receivers, differences between fish species, etc. We
ested several community detection algorithms including ‘Leading-
igenvector’ (Newman, 2006), ‘Walk-Trap’ (Pons and Latapy, 2006),
Fast-Greedy’ (Newman and Girvan, 2004; Clauset et al., 2004),
Spin-Glass’ (Reichart and Bornholdt, 2006), ‘Label-Propagation’
Raghavan et al., 2007), and ‘Multilevel’ (Blondel et al., 2008). The
ws an enlarged view of the southeast portion of the array, including the dense VPS

Leading-Eigenvector method looks at groups based on eigenvectors
of the modularity matrix of the graph (Newman, 2006). The Walk-
Trap method simulates many short random walks on the graph
and identifies groups of nodes where such walks get trapped (Pons
and Latapy, 2006). The Fast-Greedy method (a faster version of the
greedy algorithm) is a hierarchical agglomerative method (Clauset
et al., 2004; Newman and Girvan, 2004). The Spin-Glass algorithm
is an optimization method relying on an analogy between the
statistical mechanics of networks and physical Spin-Glass models
(Reichart and Bornholdt, 2006). The Label-Propagation algorithm
(Raghavan et al., 2007) initially assigns each node a unique label.
Then, iterative rounds of label assignment re-label nodes based on
the label spread most in the neighborhood of each node. The algo-
rithm stops when a condition is met; for example, no further label
changes. The Multilevel algorithm is an agglomerative, hierarchical
approach based on modularity (Blondel et al., 2008). Initially, each
vertex is assigned to a unique community. In every step, vertices
are re-assigned to communities in a local, greedy way: each ver-
tex is moved to the community with which it achieves the highest
contribution to modularity. When no vertices can be reassigned,
each community is considered a vertex on its own, and the process
starts again with the merged communities. The process stops when
increased any more in a step. Orman and Labatut (2009) compared
five community detection algorithms (all of the above except Multi-
level), using generated graphs containing 1000 nodes with varying
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eans and maximum degrees, and concluded that Spin-glass and
alk-Trap are the most robust.
For each set of ‘communities’ or modules detected, we evaluated

he quality of the modules detected in two ways. First, we calculated
odularity (Newman and Girvan, 2004), a measure of the quality of
particular division of a network. Modularity is defined as the pro-
ortion of edges within the given groups minus the expected such
roportion if edges were distributed randomly, given the degree
number of edges) of each node. Second, for each node in an iden-
ified module, we counted the number of links to members of the
ame module (in-degree) and the number of links to nodes outside
he module (out-degree). We then used a Wilcoxon sum-rank test
n all nodes in each module to test whether the members in a mod-
le are linked more to each other than to the rest of the network
Song and Singh, 2013). This test can confirm that the proposed
ommunity has significantly more links within it than outside it,
hat it is not significant, or that it is an ‘anti-community’ having sig-
ificantly more connections with other modules than within itself.
nti-communities occur when a ‘module’ has strong connections

o the rest of the network, but moving any single node to another
odule reduces modularity of the graph as a whole.

.5. Spatial movement graphs

By placing receivers (nodes) in their actual (x, y) locations, we
ere able to construct a directed spatial graph with edges weighted

y the number of movements. These graphs enabled us to visualize
he movement patterns of individual fish and how they used space.
or example, the spatial graph of a central-place forager might look
ike a hub with spokes, while an individual that regularly patrolled a
ome range boundary might look like a donut. We produced spatial
raphs for a great barracuda (GB5) and a bonefish, as examples, and
verlaid them on a benthic habitat map (Kendall et al., 2001).

. Results

.1. Acoustic array data

In January 2013, we downloaded 46 receivers (out of 48 in the
rray). Following our detection criteria, data for 23 bonefish, one
ermit, and two great barracuda were used in the model analy-
es (26 of the 31 fish we had tagged). Total occurrences for these
sh ranged from 1121 to 183,426 detections, with a total of over
50,000 detections.

.2. Bipartite graphs

Fig. 2A shows a bipartite graph (with a Fruchterman–Reingold
ayout) of fish with greater than 1000 detections and the receivers

hat heard them. Node size is relative to the ‘degree’ (number of
dges entering or leaving each node). In this graph (Fig. 2A), fish
tags) are white and receivers (sites) are green (or gray). Fish nodes
re located close to the sites they visited and site nodes are located

able 1
tatistics for different community detection algorithms applied to the Culebra bipartite g
ivision is, or how separated the different vertex types are from each other (Newman an
ithin a module than outside a module (p > 0.05, according to a Wilcoxon sum-rank test)

p > 0.05, according to a Wilcoxon sum-rank test), then that module is called an anti-mod

Community detection algorithm Modularity Modules det

Fast-Greedy 0.396 5
Multilevel 0.396 5
Walk-Trap 0.343 6
Spin-Glass 0.333 10
Label-Propagation 0.332 6
Leading-Eigenvector 0.187 5
ling 293 (2014) 139–149

close to the fish that visited them. This procedure separated the
VPS array into forereef (receivers V18–25) and lagoon (receivers
V1–17) portions of the reef flat. The Dakity area (Fig. 1) exhibits a
looser clustering of receivers on the right of Fig. 2A, with receivers
D9, and D5-7 being the core, and receivers D1, D2, D8 and D10
on the periphery. Four bonefish (B3, B8, B9 and B11) are primarily
associated with the Dakity cluster.

The degree (number of edges for each node) for fish in this graph
ranges from 2 to 31 (visits to a possible 46 receivers in the graph),
while the degree for receivers ranges from 3 to 22 (visits from a
possible 26 fish). The degree distribution for fish (Fig. 3A, left) is W-
shaped, with the maximum frequency being vertices with about 16
edges, and a large number of vertices with medium to high degree.
The low degree fish might be fish whose home ranges only partially
overlap our receiver array. The degree distribution for receivers has
40% of the receivers at the high end of the range, and relatively few
low numbers (although 7 receivers not included in the graph were
not visited by any fish; degree of zero).

Part of the reason for this degree distribution may be the fact
that within the VPS array, a single coded signal from a tag may be
heard by multiple receivers. If we group the receivers in the VPS
array into a lagoon portion (receivers V1–V17 are merged into VL)
and a forereef portion (receivers V18–V25 are merged into VFR),
then we can mostly remove this effect from the degree distribu-
tion (although edge weights are still uncorrected) (Fig. 2B). The two
grouped portions of the VPS array are now next to one another in
the center of the graph (Fig. 2B), the Dakity cluster is now split in
two (receivers D5–7 and D9; and receivers D1, D2, D8 and D10),
and a group of fish has formed around receiver PDM1 (bonefish
B14–19).

The degree distributions for the graph of the contracted receiver
array (26 fish nodes and 16 receiver nodes) are shown in Fig. 3B.
For fish nodes, degree now ranges from 1 to 10 with a mode around
4, and for receiver nodes it ranges from 1 to 21 with a mode of 5
(Fig. 3B).

3.3. Community detection

We wanted to find a less subjective way of interpreting groups
of receivers and fish in our bipartite graph (Fig. 2A). Modules
(communities) were found using each of six community detection
algorithms (Table 1). Of the six detection algorithms used on our
bipartite graph, two (Multilevel and Fast-Greedy, Fig. 4) produced
identical module partitions and had the best modularity scores
(0.396, Table 1). A third (Walk-Trap) produced a similar partition to
the first two (Table 2; Fig. 5), with only a slightly lower modularity
score (0.343, Table 1). The Spin-Glass and Label-Propagation meth-
ods performed slightly worse, and the Leading-Eigenvector method

had the lowest modularity score (Table 1). Communities detected
by the Fast-Greedy and Multilevel methods (5 modules, Fig. 4),
and the Walk-Trap method (6 modules, Fig. 5) were similar (see
cross-tabulation of the assignment of nodes to modules in Table 2).

raph (26 fish, 39 receivers, no contraction). Modularity is a measure of how good a
d Girvan, 2004). Significant modules had significantly more connections to nodes
. If there were significantly more connections to outside the module than within it
ule.

ected Significant modules Significant anti-modules

1 2
1 2
2 0
0 5
1 1
1 1
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Fig. 2. Bipartite graph of fish-receiver network in Culebra, Puerto Rico. (A) Network links fish tags (green nodes) with the receivers they visit (white nodes). The width of the edges (links) is proportional to the number of detections
at each receiver. The size of each node is proportional to its degree (the number of links entering or leaving that node). (B) Network after lumping the 25-receiver VPS array into a lagoon node (VL) and a forereef node (VFR). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ig. 3. Degree distribution by vertex type for the bipartite graphs in Fig. 2. (A) H
istogram of frequency of degree (number of edges per vertex) for graph with lum
he Fast-Greedy and Walk-Trap results can also be displayed as
endrograms (Appendix Figs. A1 and A2).

The Fast-Greedy and Walk-Trap methods both identified the
ame module of 5 bonefish and 5 receivers in the Dakity area

able 2
ross-tabulation of nodes assigned to modules by the Fast-Greedy/Multilevel and Walk
umber of nodes in each of the 6 Walk-Trap modules present in each of the 5 Fast-Greed

inks to nodes within it than outside it (p = 0.013) and two modules were significant ‘an
= 0.012; #5, p < 0.0001). Walk-Trap modules #1 and #6 were significant communities (#

Walk-Trap modul

1

Fast-Greedy/Multilevel modules 1 0
2 0
3 22
4 0
5 16
am of frequency of degree (number of edges per vertex) for graph in Fig. 2A. (B)
S in Fig. 2B.
(p = 0.013, Wilcoxon sum rank test; module #2 in Fig. 4 and module
#6 in Fig. 5; Table 2). This module contains receiver nodes D5–9 and
bonefish nodes B3, B7–9 and B11. The Walk-Trap algorithm split
Fast-Greedy module #1 (Fig. 4) into Walk-Trap modules #2 and #5

-Trap community detection algorithms. Each element in the table represents the
y/Multilevel modules. Fast-Greedy/Multilevel module #2 had significantly higher

ti-communities’, having more connections outside the module than within it (#3,
1, p < 0.0001; #6, p = 0.013).

es

2 3 4 5 6

3 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0
0 3 7 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 4. Bipartite graph of Culebra fish network with five comm

Fig. 5), and Fast-Greedy module #4 (Fig. 4) into Walk-Trap modules
3 and #4 (Fig. 5). Finally, Walk-Trap lumped Fast-Greedy modules

3 and #5 (Fig. 4) into module #1 composed of all 25 receivers in the
PS array and 13 bonefish (Fig. 5; p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon sum rank

est). The Fast-Greedy/Multilevel modules lumped by the Walk-
rap method were significant ‘anti-communities’, meaning that

Fig. 5. Bipartite graph of Culebra fish network with six co
es identified by both Multilevel and Fast-Greedy algorithms.

there were significantly more connections to nodes outside each
module than to nodes within them (Fig. 4, module #3, p = 0.012

and module #5, p < 0.0001). The Walk-Trap partition separated each
great barracuda (GB2 and GB5) into their own modules (#5 and #3,
respectively; Fig. 5) on different sides of the reef crest, and put the
permit and a single bonefish together with a single receiver on the

mmunities identified by the Walk-Trap algorithm.
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Fig. 6. Spatial graph for movement of a great barracuda (GB5) between receivers overlaid on coral reef habitat map. Circles (nodes) represent receivers (a node’s size is
proportional to its degree) and are placed according to their spatial location (UTM coordinates), and arrows (edges) represent movements between receivers (edge thickness
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s proportional to the number of movements). Edges that start and end at the same
endall et al. (2001).

orth side of the lagoon (PDM1, Fig. 1). In the Walk-Trap parti-
ion there were two significant modules with no ‘anti-community’

odules, while the Fast-Greedy/Multilevel partition had a single
ignificant module and two significant ‘anti-community’ modules.
owever, the Fast-Greedy/Multilevel partition had a higher modu-

arity score (Table 1).

.4. Spatial movement graphs

Fig. 6 shows movements of a great barracuda (GB5) over 6
onths on the SE side of Culebra overlaid on a map of habitat

Kendall et al., 2001). The arrows correctly display direction of
ovement, but not the path (some paths appear to go overland).
rrows that loop from a node back to the same node indicate that

he fish was detected next at the same receiver. It spent most of its
ime at receivers LP2 and LP1, and made forays to other sites. For
xample, it moved directly from both Las Pelas stations (LP1 and
P2) to station PDM1 but returned directly only to LP1 (and the VPS
rray; Fig. 6). It also made a single excursion from the VPS array to
eceivers PV2 and PV1 and then moved back to LP2. Fig. 7 shows
bonefish (B1) inhabiting the Dakity area for 194 days (Fig. 7A)

nd then moving to the VPS array on the Las Pelas reef flat for the
ast 5 days (Fig. 7B) before we downloaded the receivers. Unlike
he great barracuda, bonefish B1 was not seen in areas further from
hore (receivers D3, D4 and PV2 in the Dakity area [Fig. 7A] and
eceivers LP1 and LP2 in Las Pelas [Fig. 7B]).

. Discussion

.1. Degree distribution
Three types of graphs have different degree distributions (Dale
nd Fortin, 2010): (i) randomly connected networks have a bino-
ial (or Poisson) degree distribution; (ii) scale-free networks,
ver represent two sequential detections at the same receiver. Habitat map is from

including the world wide web and some social networks, have a
degree distribution that follows a power law (P(k) ∼ k−� , where �
is a constant); and (iii) small-world networks have an exponential
degree distribution. Bipartite graphs (such as actors connected to
the films they appear in) may also follow a Poisson degree distri-
bution, but exceptions occur. Spatial networks are less likely to be
‘small-world’ networks, with long right-tailed degree distributions
(i.e., many nodes with few edges and a few nodes, ‘hubs’, with a very
high number of edges), and more likely to resemble regular graphs:
each pixel (node) connected to its nearest neighbors (Urban et al.,
2009). In this kind of network, most (if not all) of its nodes have a
few connections (4 or 8), with no highly connected ‘hubs’ at all.

Many networks discussed in the literature of social network
analysis are considerably larger than the receiver-tag network we
have examined here. We had to contract our network in order to
remove the effect of the VPS array on the degree distribution of
the bipartite graph (Fig. 2). The degree distribution did not follow
a binomial or Poisson distribution (Fig. 3), but the small number
of nodes precluded testing more esoteric distribution models (e.g.,
Newman et al., 2001). The degree distributions for our network
showed a complex pattern of peaks for both fish and receiver nodes
(Fig. 3A), although the distribution for the graph with the VPS array
lumped into two nodes was smoother, and almost Poisson. These
were not regular graphs since the nodes were not regularly spaced
throughout the study area.

4.2. Community detection

Of the six detection algorithms used on our bipartite graph, Mul-
tilevel and Fast-Greedy produced identical module partitions and

had the best modularity scores (0.396, Table 1). The Walk-Trap
algorithm produced a similar partition to the first two (Table 2;
Figs. 4 and 5), with only a slightly lower modularity score (0.343,
Table 1). All three of these algorithms produce modules that appear
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Fig. 7. Spatial graphs for movement of a bonefish (B1) between receivers overlaid on coral reef habitat map. (A) Graph of first 194 days tagged. (B) Graph of last 5 days tagged before data download. Circles (nodes) represent
receivers (a node’s size is proportional to its degree) and are placed according to their spatial location (UTM coordinates), and arrows (edges) represent movements between receivers (edge thickness is proportional to the number
of movements). Edges that start and end at the same receiver represent two sequential detections at the same receiver. Habitat map is from Kendall et al. (2001). Receivers with no arrows entering or leaving did not detect this
fish.
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o reflect working hypotheses related to the coastal bathymetry,
abitat types, and associated movement ecology of the tagged
pecies. For instance, for bonefish, the Multilevel and Fast-Greedy
lgorithms produced module partitions (modules #2, #3 and #5,
ig. 4) that represent isolated reef flats where this species likely
pends much of its time foraging. The products of these algorithms
ould also be used to demonstrate that there is potentially high
ite fidelity for bonefish at each of these reef flats. The Multilevel
nd Fast-Greedy algorithms also separated the bonefish detected
y the VPS into primarily forereef (module #3) and lagoon (module
5) zones (module #3 lumps 5 lagoon receivers with the eight for-
reef receivers; Fig. 4). Significant anti-communities (modules #3
nd #5) are revealed by the partitioning of the forereef and lagoon
odules. Bonefish may also migrate to deeper habitats for sea-

onal spawning activities (Danylchuk et al., 2011), but this has only
een documented in The Bahamas where the coastal bathymetry is
uite different than that around the islands of the Caribbean basin.
or permit and great barracuda, Multilevel, Fast-Greedy, and Walk-
rap generated module partitions that suggest somewhat different
patial ecologies for these species when compared to bonefish. Pre-
ious studies on great barracuda (O’Toole et al., 2011) as well as
necdotal information on permit indicate that these species have
greater likelihood of use of deeper coastal habitats on a regular
asis, which may be the reason behind the associated module parti-
ions (e.g., module #1 in Multilevel and Fast-Greedy, Fig. 4; modules
2 and #3 in Walk-Trap, Fig. 5). Based on our modeling exercise,

he two great barracuda roamed over the same areas along the reef
rest, but GB2 spent most of its time at receivers PV1 and PV2 and
B5 (Fig. 6) spent its time at the VPS array and at stations LP1, LP2
nd CDP1. The permit (P1) spent its time in the VPS array and at
DM1 (similar to bonefish B16).

.3. Technical challenges

Several technical challenges remain to be overcome. First, a dif-
erent use metric, one that is more stable than detections (e.g.,
umber of visits, or length of stay for each visit), might reduce
ffects of noise level differences between habitats. Determining
hen a fish has left the array (i.e., is not within range of any

eceiver) is essential in determining length of stay or number of
eparate visits. To illustrate the problem, if we look only at appar-
nt non-movements (i.e., a fish was detected by the same receiver
wice in a row) we get distributions of the apparent time spent at
ach receiver. Appendix Figures A3, A4 and A5 show the distribu-
ion of the length of stays at each receiver for a great barracuda
GB5), a bonefish (B1) and a permit (P1). The great barracuda had

odes of times between detections at a node (Fig. A3) of less than
min for all stations except CDP1, with a mode of about 15 h. For

he bonefish, the modes of times between sequential detections
ere all less than 30 min (Fig. A4). The permit had high modes of

imes between sequential detections for stations CDP1 and V25,
ver 4 h, while for the rest of the stations the modes were less than
5 min. If detection probability were constant, we could set a time
hreshold for when a fish must be heard in order to be considered
till staying at a site. Unfortunately, detection probability changes
ith environmental conditions and the number of other tags in the
eighborhood (Gjelland and Hedger, 2013). There is daily informa-
ion in the receiver record on the number of tag signal collisions
ach receiver discarded that may help determine these proba-
ilities (Espinoza et al., 2011). Future efforts should incorporate
etection efficiency measures and adjust detection probabilities
ccordingly (Kessel et al., 2013).
The VPS array may detect a single coded pulse at several sta-
ions almost simultaneously. This allows exact X-Y location of the
ag for that pulse. However, we need to treat the VPS array differ-
ntly from the rest of the acoustic array in order to make the edge
ling 293 (2014) 139–149

weights mean the same thing for both VPS and other receivers.
Assigning each precise X-Y fix to the closest receiver would remove
the multiple counting of detections now in the data and allow all
VPS receivers to be treated as a node within the broad scale array,
as well as be used for fine-scale positioning.

Additional information is contained in these fish location data
that we have not taken advantage of yet. For example, it may be
possible to identify when fish are ‘together’, that is, at the same
receiver simultaneously. A togetherness matrix would identify
which individuals are together and when, and may allow analy-
sis of association patterns as is done in social network analysis
(e.g., Jacoby et al., 2012; Montgomery and Faloutsos, 2001). This
may require the finer resolution VPS X-Y data, rather than the raw
acoustic receiver data.

4.4. Landscape connectivity

The spatial graphs we produced for individual fish used receivers
as nodes. More realistically, habitat patches would be nodes and
edges would be the connections between patches actually observed
to be used by the fish (Dale and Fortin, 2010; Grober-Dunsmore
et al., 2009; Urban et al., 2009). Driezen et al. (2007) used telemetry
data for hedgehog movement back to their home range after dis-
placement to compare actual movement paths to paths predicted
by a least cost model. Fletcher et al. (2012) looked at how well
two social network models, a sender-receiver model (Hoff, 2005)
and a latent space model (Hoff et al., 2002), predict landscape con-
nectivity for two examples of observed movements. Both models
predicted about 30% of the observed links, and did about as well
with half or more of the data removed (our sampling of the full net-
work of bonefish, barracuda and permit movement around Culebra
is surely even sparser than that).

Biotelemetry tools are enabling ecologists to ask unique ques-
tions about social networks and interactions across a variety of
spatial and temporal scales (Krause et al., 2013). How networks
change through time and how to analyze such networks is an area
of great interest both for ecologists (Blonder et al., 2012; Polansky
et al., 2010) and social network analysts (Dorogovtsev and Mendes,
2002; Kossinets and Watts, 2006). For fish, the movement network
may change because of patterns of wind, waves and tides that vary
daily, monthly, seasonally and over the long term. The analytical
techniques needed to advance the visualization and interpretation
of telemetry-derived animal movement data exist but are only now
beginning to be applied to marine fish data (Krause et al., 2013). The
suite of analyses presented in this paper highlights the utility of
network methods for revealing distinct patterns of habitat use and
animal interaction, yet these patterns will still need to be evaluated
based on their relevance to life history and ecological phenomena.
Moving forward, we also encourage that the use of such models be
linked to a priori hypotheses about the spatial ecology of marine
fishes.
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